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SURFACE HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS OF FINNED CYLINDERS
By HERMAN H. ELLERBROCK, Jr. and AKNOLD E. BIERMANN

SUhiMARY

An irmestigaticm to determine and correlate ihe experi-
mental mmface heai-transjer coefitienis of jinned cylindtv8
with different air-stream cooling arrangements was con-
ducted at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
from 1982 to 19278. l% %edigafion covered the. de-
termination of the e$ed of jin width, jin space, jin thick-
ne8.s, and cylinder diameter on the heat transfer. Whd-
tunnel test8 were made in the free air 8h’eam m“th and
without ba~ti and also with txLrt”ou8demke8 for creating
a tuTiMent ah 8tream. Test8 were also made with blower
coding.

A wriation of the initial turbulence of the tunnel air
8tream wa8 found to huce little effect on the heat transfer.
Correlation of the surface heat-transfer coe~ent8 w
found po88ible by plotting a factor involrnng the hmt-
tran8fer coe~ent8, the fin *pace, and the conductivity of
the cooling air aga&t a factor involving the selaei@, the.
denmly, and the vi8c08i@ of the cooling air and the $n
8pace, the fin width, and the cylinder diameter.

INTRODUCTION

The large number of variables that affect the heat
transfer from finned cylinders and the complexity of
their relationships makes it diilimlt to detmmine opti-
mum fi designs from experimental data alone. In-
vestigations at this laboratory (reference 1) have shown
that the heat transfer csn be calculated from an equa-
tion involving the fin dimensions, the surface heat+
transfer coefficient g, and the thermal conductivity of
the metal. The value of g depends on the fin design,
the air-stream characteristics, and the method of cool-
ing. The air-stream characteristics include the weight
velocity, the conductivity, the viscosity, and the in-
tensity and the scale of the turbulence of the cooling
air. No satisfactory method of calculating the heat-
transfer coefficient q has been found and its value must
therefore be experimentally determined.

In previous experiments, the value of g was tit
established for cylinders having fins of wmious dimen-
sions tested in a wind tunnel without cylinder bafk
(reference 1). These tests were undertaken before
baffles were generally used around the cylinders of

radial air-cooled engines. Tests were later made to
determine g with several types of baflie. (See reference --
2.) These tests were made prior to the introduction of
the pressure-baffled engine and were made in the wind
tunnel with the air stream passing mound and through
the baffles. At this time, an investigation was also
made to determine the advantages of the completely
jaoketed iinned cylinder in -which the cooling air is
forced through the jacket by means of a blower as com-
pared with the pressurc+baflledengine.

The surface heat-transfer coefficients and the pres-
sure differences across the cylinders were determined
with blowez cooliug for a number of cylinders having
di.flerenth designs (reference 3). Further teds in a

wind tunnel (reference 4) wme made on cylinders with
& more closely spaced than those tested in references
1, 2, and 3 in order ti determine the coef.licients with
blower cooling and with and without baffles. ~ addi-
tion, tests were made to determine the pressure dMer-
ences for a variation of air flow across a large number of
jacketed cylinders and cylinders with bailies and also _
to determine the air flow betwem the fins (references . . _
5, 6, and 7).

The investigation has been extended to obtain addi-
tional data on the effeot of the tin dimensions on g.
Cylinders of three different diameters have been tested .
ta determine the effect of diameter on the pressure drop
and the heahtrmsfer coefficient. Several copper
cylinders with different h widths and spacings rmdone
rknirmm-alloy cylinder were tested primarily to
substantiate the effect of thermal conductivity in the
heat-transfer equation previously mentioned. Data
are also presented in this report showing the effeot of
turbukmce on g over a range of turbulence intensities.

The object of this report is to present the recent infor-
mation that has been obtained on the heat-transfer
coticient q and, in addition, to show that all available
data on g can be correlated for each air-flow arrangement
in terms of functions defining a single curve and involv-
ing the fin dimensions, the cylirider diameter, and the
air-stream characteristics. This information shotid

-.

permit the calculation of the best fln proportions for the
conditions of air flow that m-eof general interest.
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The present report include-stests on 58 cylinders wit]
fins having widths from 0.37 inch to 3 inches, mew
spaces from 0.010 inch to 0.50 inch, and mean thick
nessesfrom 0.026 inch to 0.27 inch. The resultsof sorn
of the testshave aIready been published. The variatio]
in cylinder diameter was from 3.66 to 6.34 inches.

The tests were conducted at the Langley Memorh
Aeronautical Laboratory from 1932 to 1938.

APPARATUS

TEST CYLINlt ERS

A description of the cylinders tested and the air-fio~
arrangements used is given in table I.
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The fin section in figure 1 shows the significance c
w, fln width; s, fin space; s~, fin space at the fin rooi
and t, fin thickness. The test cylinders were electti

tally heated and were tested with guard rings, as
described in reference 1. The assembled over-all
length of the test section and the gumd rings was, ill
every ewe, approximately 10 inches. For conven-
ience in referring to the finned cylinders, a nomen-
clature giving the fin space, the fiu width, tind tha fin
thiclmess has been devised. For example, the desig-
nation 0.101-0.67-0.035 represents a finned cyli[dor
having on average fin space of 00101inch, o fin wi(ltll

., Ls 7
t

~
2

FIGUREl.—%tlrm showing s!gnlahmm of w, g, a,, and t.

of 0.67 inch, and an averqge fin thickness of 0.035 inch.

The designations corresponding to the cylinders in
table I can be obtained by combining the values given
in columns 2, 3, and 4,

BAFFLES AND JACK ETS

The type of bdlle used for the tests of tho cylinder
with baffles in the free air stream is shownin figure 2 (u).

(a) BeMe. (b) Jacket.
FIQUEE8.-TYLM of bm%.eand Jacket uaad in tunnel and blower-ccwllng tests.

The ratio of the area of the exit to the mm. l.wtwwmthe
fins was approximately 2.

The apparatus used in tho Mow’er-cooIing tests is
described in references 3 and 5. The jadcet usccl in
these tests is shown in figure 2 (b). The rrdio of the
entrance or the exit area of the jacket to the flow areu
between the fins was approximately 1.6 for all of the
cylinders except the coppor cylinders, for which the
ratio varied from 1.0 to 1.7.
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TESTS

The taste covered in this report are listed in table I.
In addition to the blovmr+coling tests, this work
included wind-tunnel tests with bafiles, without baffles,
and with the cylinder axis at 45° with respect to the
air stream. The methods of testing have been
desoribed in referwmes 1 to 5.

The ksts to determine the effeot of turbulence on
the heat-transfer coefficient were made in the wind
tunnel with the 0.077-0.37-0.035 steel cylinder with
baffles start~&g90° from the front of the cyIinder (180°
opening) and with various devices for creating differ-
ent amounts of turbulence. Tests with small-scale tur-
bulence were made for the following four conditions:

(1) With honeycomb.
(2) With screen.
(3) Without honeycomb or screen.
(4) With honeycomb and screen.
The honeycomb was constructed of 0.35-inch-diam-

eter tubes of 3-inch length. The aoreen was of %inch
mesh with wires of 0.092-inch diameter and was si.mikr
to a screen previously tested at the National Bureau
of Standards for its turbulence-creating properties (ref-
erence S). In the tests of reference 8, the screen was
found to produce a very turbulent flow when placed
141 wire diameters ahead of the point of measurement.
In the present teats, an indication of the intensity of
turbulence was obtained for the foregoing conditions
by the conventional sphere method. The turbulence
factors were determined with a sphere 4 inches in di-
ameter by the method described in reference 9. The
four conditions of turbulence gave the following tur-
bulence factors, which indicate the rsxige covered:

With honeycomb ____________________________ 1.41
Without honeycomb or scrwn ----------------- 1.89
Withscreen --------------------------------- 2.96
With honeycomb and scram___________________ 3.21

A large value of the turbulence factor indicates a
high degree of turbulence.

A larger scale turbulence was produced by placing
a drum of 9-in& diameter various distances betweem
0.3 inch and 13 inches ahead of the test cylinder. These
tests were made with the mie of the drum both per-
pendicular and parallel to the cylinder mis.

Tests previously reported (reference 10) showed high
rates of heat flow when the tln-plane~air-st,reamangle
was between 30° and 60°. Evidence shows that the
front portions of cylinders placed within an N. A. C. A.
cowling are cooled by a flow consisting mainIy of Iarge
swirls incident upon the fins at various angke. It is
very like~ythat, in the testa with an N. A. C. A. cowl-
ing, the flow phenomena between fi may be similar
to that with different fin-plane@r-stream angles. In
order to obtain more complete data on this subjeot,
the range of the previous tests on fin-plane/air-stream
angle has been extended to determine the e&ct of fin

dimensions on the heat transfer of cylinders having a
fi-plane/air-stream angle of 45°.

The heat lost from air-cooled engine cylinders by
direct radiation is genedy considered negligible as
compared with the heat lost by convection. Some
consideration has been given, however, to the merits of
black-enameI surfacea for improving the heat transfer.
Wind-tunnel tests were made to determine the effect of
dHerent thicknesses of black enamel and of oiled sur-
faces on the surface heat-transfer coefficicintof a cylinder
without fine. The use of a surface without fins avoided
any effect of change of space between fins caused by
the enand or oil thickness. The enamel was a black
baking japan applied by spraying and was baked for
1 hour at 400° l?.

With blower cooling, meas~ements were made of
the heat trmafer, the weight of air used, and the pres-
sure drop; with the other three air-flow arrmgements,
only heat-transfer measurements were obtained for a
mmge of tumnelair speeds.

SYMBOLS

Cp,specific heat of fluid at constant pressure,
B. t. u. per pound per ‘F.

d, diameter of pipe, inches.
d., equivalent diameter of duct [4ws/2(w+s)],

inches.
D, cylinder diameter at ti root, inches.
g, acceleration of gravity, feet per second per

second.
k=, thermal conductivity of metal, B. t. u. per

square inch through 1 inch per hour per ‘F.
k=, thermal conductivity of air, B. t. u. per square

inch though 1 inch per second per ‘F.
1, equivalent length for straight tube (@J, feet.
g, surface heat-transfer coefficient, B. t. u. per

square inch total surface area per hour per
‘F. temperature difference between surface _ .
and inlet cooling air.

qa,, surface heat-transfer coefficient, B. t. u. per
square inch total surface area per hour per
‘F. temperature difference between surface
and average cooling air.

Rm, average radius from center of cylinder to

( )finned surface ~+~ , feet,

R~, radius from cent& of cylinder to fin root
(D/2), inches.

s, average space between acljscent fin surfaw,
inches.

‘%, space between adjacent fin surfaces at fin root,
inches.

i, thickness of fins, inches.
U, over-aU heat-transfer coefficient, B. t. u. per

square inch base area per ‘F. temperature
difference between cylinder wall and cooling
air per hour.

——

-.
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V, velocity of air in tunnel throat in air-flow ar-
rangements 1, 2, and 4 or average velocity
betwoeu fins in air-flow arrangement 3, feet
per second. (See table I.)

w, fin width, inches.
W, quantity of air flowing, pounds Per second.

P19S

/%!7,

Pad?

P@,

P>

Cl,
/%

Apl,

Apz,

---
specfic weight of air in front of jacket in air-

flow arrangement 3 or specific weightof air
in tunnel throat in front of cyIinder in air-
flow arrangements 1, 2, and 4, pounds per
cubic foot.

8peoific weight of air in rear of jacket in cool-
ing method 3, pounds per cubic foot.

average specific weight of air PU7+PS9

2 ? poun~

pm cubic foot.
specific weight of air at 29.92 inches Hg and

80° F. (0.0734 lb./cu. ft.), pounds per cubic
foot.

equivalent angIe of curvature [a+ T/2), radi-

(S~V&. 2(b)), radians.
absolute viscosity of air, pounds per second

per foot.
pressure ditlerence ~ross cylinder, inches of

water.
premure difference caused by loss of veloc-

ity head from exit of skirt of baffle or
jacket, inches of water.

Ap~,til, total pressure difference across! set-up (Apl+
ApJ, inches of water.

COMPUTATIONS

The surface heat-transfer coefficient g was obtained
by dividing the heat input per hour by the product of
the totaI cooling-surface area and the difference between
the average temperature of the cooling surface and the
entering-air temperature. A. complete description of
the methods used in calculating the results has been
presented in re~nces 1, 3, Al and 5. --The viscosity
and the conductmity of the air were based on an average
of the cylinder and the mean air temperatures for air-
flow arrangement 3 and on an average of the cylinder
and the tunnel-throat temperatures for air-flow arrange-
ments 1, 2, and 4. The temperature of the outlet air
was calculated from the heat input to the cylinder, the
quantity of air flowing over the cylinder, and the
temperature of the inlet air. Ml tunnel air speeds and
pressure dfierences have been corrected to a specific
weight of air of 0.0734 pound per cubic foot.

In studies of the heat transfer from pipes, it is CUS-
tomary to base the average heat-transfer coefficient
g., on the diilerence between the average surface and
the average fluid tanperatures. In the application of
finned-surface heat-transfer data to engine cylinders
and to the calculation of optimum fin constructions to I
meet various conditions of weight and pressure drop, it ,

has been found advantageous to base q on tho diflorence
betwean the entering inlet-air temperature and tho
average surface temperature. When the ovor-alI hoat-
transfer coefficient Z7is calculated from q=,)it is ncccs-
sary to determine the temperature rise of the uir, This
temperature rise, in turn, depends upon the vnluc of
the ~ that is being determined. For optimum fin cal-
cuIationa with limiting pre&ure differences, it is readily
seen that the use of q=~complicates the problem. If the
effect of flow-path length on L based on irdet-air tem-
perat~e, is Imown, the calculations of the heat trtinsfm
can be made in a simple reamer. In the present in-
vestigation, the eflect of flow-path length on q based on
inlet-r@ temperature has been determined over a range
of le~ths that is large as compared with the range
found on aircraft-engine cylinders.

k. additional advantage in using q or U based on
the inlet-air temperature is that the over-all heat-
tranafer coefficient U’is proportiomd to the rate of heat
transfer, which is a function of the power developed.
Thus an increase of U is also an indication as to how
much the power can be increased. The proportionality
of the mwr-alI heat-transfer coefficient tc the mte of
heat transfer does not hold for V based on tho average
air temperature. The heat-transfer coefficient in tho
presegt report for the blower-coohng set-up have been
calculated; both the difference between the average
surface and the average air temperatures and the differ-
ence between the average surface and the inlet-air
temperature were used. The heat-transfer coefficients
based on the former temperature difference were calcu-
lated tx--detenqine wh@her factors used to correlatc
pipe data would be applicable to finned-cylinder data.
For the other air-flow arrangements, only the inlet-air
temperature difference was used.

SURFACEHEAT-TRANSFERCOEFFICIENTS

The over-aII heat-transfer coefficient ZJ of finned
cylinde~wcan h calculated from the following cqua-
tion, which wm derived in referomo 1:

‘=*[:(l+%)hnl’aw“)
where a= J%jTt and w’=w+i12. “Equ=tiori-(l) has
been experimentally verified for a large number of steel
cylinders having a thermal conductivity km of 2.17
B. t. u. per square inoh through 1 inch per lu-mrpcr ‘F.

In the present investigation, further verification has
been made of this equation for pure copper, in which
t~ was taken as 18.04, and for aluminum Y alloy, in
which km was taken as 7.66. When aluminum or
rduminumalloy is hereinafter mentioned, aluminum Y
alloy is meant. The results of these tests are shown in
6gure 3 for three copper cylinders having different tin
kigne and for one aluminum-alloy cylinder. ‘rhse
~ylinderswere tested with blower cooling. The values
~f U calculated from equation (1) conform reasonably
rell with the experimental values of V. .
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In equation (1), variables km and q depend upon
experimental tests. Su.tliciently accurate data are
generally available for the vahles of k=. The various
powible factors that could affect the surface heat-
transk coefikient q of firmed cylinders may be
enumerated as follows:

I. (lmracterietica of surface.
2. Intensity and scale of turbulence.
3. Fin and cylinder dimensions: space, width, thick-

ness, and diameter.
4. The weight velocity, the conductivity, and the

viscosi@ of the cooling air.

<11 I/r All

/ —.
s ~ Calculated
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4

I (&.) (g.) (I.L)1.
Set-up I AIateriol

)(a . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.cm 8 0.035 Blowszcooling. .. ----- OOPD%
(b . . . . . . . . . . . . .G35 a
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@ . . . . . . . . . . . . .09 8 . m .----do ----------------
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FIGURE~.–Comsmrlson ofmkoletedsnd eqwhnenklvalnes of Wormehle ofiigh
thermsl conductivity.

The effect of each of these factors will now be con-
sidered.

EFFECT OF SURFACE CHARAOTEIUSTIf3

The results of the tests on the smooth-enameled
cykder are shown in figure 4 for wind-tunnel tests at
a constant air speed of 52 miles per hour. These tests
show a sIight improvement in q with enamel thicknesses
up ta 0.002 inch; beyond this thickness, the heat
transfer decreases and, with thiclmeases greater than
0.005 inch, it becomes less than it is without enamel.
The highest heat transfer is presumably obtained with

just sutTicient enamel to produce a smooth, black
surface; any further increase in thickness results in a
lowered heat transfer caused by decreased thermal
conductivity.

In the tasts to determine the effect of an oil film on
the heat transfer, the effect of the air stream and the
heated cylinder surface was continuously to decrease
the oil-film thicku~; and it was difEcuIt to arrive at
a satisfactory conclusion from these tests. The oil
fihn had no measurable effect on the heat transfer
obtained during these twte.

EFFECT OF TURBULENCE

The results of the tests with different devices for
oreating turbulence =e shown in figure 5. A single
curve adequately represent the data for design pur-
poses. A maximum deviation of the tast points of

Ehcmel thickness. in.

Fmurm4.-EfWt ofens.mslon surfncsheat-tmMercne5cIent gofasmootheyh.

approximately 10 percent is caused by placing the
9-inch drum parillel and at distances between 0.3
tich and 13 inches from the test cyIinder. The drum
in this position caused a blocking eifect in addition to
the air swirl, and the condition is therefore outside the
range of useful design. If the test points for this
condition me disregarded, much Iws deviation “k
obtained and the conclusion may be drawn that the
scaIe and the intensity of turbulence in the tunmd air
stream for the range covered jn these *ts have an
inappreoiab~eeffect on the heat transfer.

Although the turbulence impressed upon the air
stream had little ellect. on the heat transfer, another
flow condition produced between the fins when the fi-
planelaix-stream angle lies between 30° and 60° has
resuIted in high rates of heat transfm (reference 10).
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Although the nature of the flow betwecw the fins for
this condition is not definitely known, lftmpblack-
kerosene pictures of the flow over the fin surfaces indi-
cate that, when the air stream strikes tho fiJIs at an
oblique angle, vortices formed between the fins move
around the cylinder with the general flow. Additional
infor~~tion om the rwult of this condition is given @
figure=6. This” figure shows the percentage improvo- ‘-
‘merit-m cooling obtained with the 45° fin-plmm/riir-
streafi” angle as compared with the parallel-flow con-
dition= for the front and the rem locations on the
cyIindcy for a range of fin spacing. Iii generfd, the
improvement becomes less with closely spaced fins,

.: -
EFFECT OF CYLINDER DIAMETEJ?:.

Th~ data on ‘q for the 0.124-0.50-0.026 cylinder of
3.66-inch diameter and the 0.12-0.52-0.03 cylinder of

.40
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5’”-1 I I I I I lkl%n---l-l
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.01
-f .2 6810

Vlsl;,Ib.j-e+q. f+.
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FmunE 7.-SMace heat-transfer coefllclent- g for two cylhder dfametem.

6.34-inch dhuneter mc plotted ill figure 7 to show t.hc
tiect of cylinder diameter. For the range of- duta
obtained, the. relation betwecn
venimitly expressed by

Empirical functions determined

q mu{D call bo con-

.—

from test,swith coiled
pip& show that q ~aries as an inverse fumction of the
radius of curvtiture of the coils (referenoe 11, p. 179).
Little information is available to indicate more com-
pletely the relationship between the cylinder dirtmoter
and g.
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CORRELATION OF VARIABLES AFFECTING q

In the meohanism of heat transfer by convection in
pipea, the veloeity gradient across the stream does not
follow any simple relation but apparently involves two
zones: the iilm layer and the turbulent core. Three
methods of attack have been used to predict the heat
tmnsfer, namely:

1. By mdhematicd analysis.
2. By analogy between results from befit tmnsfer and

friction. ‘
3. By dimensional analysis.
With turbulent flow, the application of mathematical

analysis has met -withlittle success. &mlogim between
heat transfer and friction hold only for simple cases,
such as for straight pipes. The use of dimensional
analysis has been the most successful method of attack,
the constants in the equations being experimentally
determined. For the conditions of ticous flow, mathe-
matical analysis has been used with greater succees; here
again the experimental results me checked only by
applying empirical correotiona to the theory.

The heat transfer of straight pip= and ducts has been
cormhted by means of various dimenaiordess factors.
McAdams (reference 1I, pp. 203–210) has recorreIated
a greater part of the available data on straight pipea in
the viscous region recording to a theoretical equation
that assumes a parabolic velocity distribution and an
absence of free convection currents. This equation can
be approximately reprcwmted, for values of WcP/kJ
greater than 10, by the equation

(2)

By the substitution of the weight velocity rmd the
area for W, equation (2) can be rearranged ns follows:

(3)

For air, the Prandtl number, cpP/k=, is approximately
1, and substitution in equation (3) giv~ the NusseIt
number as a function of the Reynolcls Number and the
cl/1mtio of the pipe

(4)

The designation of the symbols are as previously given
but the dimensions are so chosen as to make both sides
of equations (2), (3), and (4) dimensionIeas.

Colburn (reference 12) has pointed out that Mc-
Adams’ correlations show that data on heating fall
above the theoretical curve rmcl that data on cooling
fall about equally above and below the theoretical
equation. Colburn attributed the discrepancy be-

tween the theory and the data to free convection effects
and to velocity distributions different from that as-
sumed in deriving the equation. Accordingly, Colburn
ampMed equation (2) to include these dects by intro-
ducing a factor @, which involves the Grashof number
and the ratio of the viscosity of the fluid, based on an
arithmetic mean temperature of the hid to the vis-
cosity of the fluid based on an mwra.geiluid-flm tem-
perature. Equation (2) has been found, however, to
apply with a fair degree of accuracy when the Grashof
number and the ratio of the viscosities me approxi-
mately L

For the turbulent region, the Nusselt number has
been found to be a function of the ReyuoIds Number
and the Prandtl number; and, as the value of the
Pmndtl nmnber is approximately 1 for air, it can be
eliminated from the equations with little error.

In previous investigations, the heaktransfer data of , ““
rectangular ducts have been correlated in a manner
similar to that of pipes by using an ‘(equivalent” diam-
eter equal to four times the area of the duct divided by
the perimeter. Practically no data are available on the
effect of curvature in ducts other thcm pipes. In tests
on coiled pipes, the Nusaelt number was found to be a

function of the ratio of the radius of the pipe to the
radius of curvature in addition to the factors already
mentioned.

The correlation of heat-transfer data for finned cyl-
inders is made more difiicult than the correlation for
pipes because of the complicated shape of tied cyl-
inders and the fact that the boundary-layer velocity
gradient between the iine from the front to the rear
probably chariges. The flow passages between the fins
of finned cylinders can be considered as curved ducts,
especially when baflles or a jacket is used. It is possible
that the variables-heat-transfer coefficient, cylinder
and fi dimensions, and air-stream characteristics—
can be correlated by means of one or more of the dimen-
sionless factors considered in the foregoing paragraphs.
Owing to the difEcuIty of applyimgmathematics to this
problem, recourse -washad to the cxsperimentalresults
with blower cooling to determine empirical relationships
for correlating the data.

Colburn (reference 12) found that, in the turbulent
region, data on pipes could be correlated if the viscosity
was based on the b temperature of the fluid, a mean
d the average surface and the average fluid tempera-
tures; whereas, in the viscous region, it made no differ-
mce whether the fluid or the film temperature was used.
[n the following cm-relation of heat-transfer data, the
tiscosity and the conductivity of the cooling air for both
;he turbulent and the viscous flow regions were b~sed on
he ti temperature of the fluid.

...-
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In the correlation of the data of the present tests, the
hmfitransfer coefficients were based on the d.iflerence
between the average smface temperature and the aver-
age fluid temperature. The correct temperature d.Mer-
ence to use in calculating heat-transfer coefficimts de-
pends upon the temperature distributions of the sur-
face and the fluid aIong the duct length. In cases where
the surface temperatures remain approximately con-
stant throughout the kmgth of the duct, the correct av-
erage temperature difference is the logmithmic mean
average. In cases where the surface temperatures rise
Iinearly with that of the fluid, as is practically always
true for air-cooled finned cylinders, the difference be-
tween the average surface and the average fluid tem-
peratures should be used.

In the present investigation, little success toward cor-
relating the data was had by p~otting Nusselt nnmber
aga~st Repolds Number as is clone in the heatitransfer
tests of pipes in the turbulent region or by plotting the
results in which the factors in equation (4) were used.
The equivalent diameter and the length of passage were
used in these calculations. The calculations showed
that the Grashof number and the ratio of viscosities
mentioned previously were practically 1, so that the
factor * was considered not to enter into the correlation.

After several trials, it was found that the best corre-
lation of the data could be obtained by plotting as
foIIows:

(5)

where q~#3600 k= is a Nusselt number and Vp@8/l%L

is a Reynolds Nnmber. The replacement of s by d,,
the equivalent diameter of the paasage, resulted in a
satisfactory correlation but with a greater dispersion of
the test points than when s was used. Figure 8 shows
the results of the tests with blower cooling plotted ac-
cording to equation (5). Efforts to correlate the data
by inserting w, D, or 1in the right-hand side of equa-
tion (5) to make this factor dimensionkws were un-
satisfactory.

Figure 9 shows the variation of g with fln and cyIinder
dimensions and air-stream characteristics for four difTer-
en$ air-flow arrangements. The functions given for
each arrangement are purely empirical and hold for
the range of conditions tested. It was found that, for
the cyIinders with and without bdles and for the
cylinders tested at 45° fi-plane/air-stream angle,

~=ff ( ~7p,g82
12@Q”%L9”45)

and, for the blowe=oling arrangement,

E=f”(lE.$3

(6)

m

The curves of @u.re 9 represent the data well enough
for all practical purposes.

PRESSURE DIFFERENCES WITH BLOWER COOLING

EPFEOT OF FIN SPACE AND WIDTH

The weight velocity required between fins to obtain
the desired values of g often requires much higher
pressure Merences than are available. For this
reason, the pressure drop across tied cylinders is of
considerable interest.

The pressure Merences acroswcylinders enclosed in
jackets sindm to the one shown in figure 2 (b) have
been determined for a large number of cylinders in
addition to those tested in this inv4igation (reference
5). Faired curw-s of all these data are plotted in figure
10. The effect of the h width on the pr-ure differ-
ence for the range of widths covered between 0.37 inch
and 1.5 inches was negligible.
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Since the foregoing multi were published, additional
measurements of pressure drop have been made on a
cylinder having a lin width of 3 inches and ti spaces of
0.028, 0.055, and 0.08 inch. These data show a higher
prmsuredrop for the same h spacing than was obtained
with the narrower h widths. Previous tests (reference
5) have shown that the pressure diilerence is directly
proportional to the length 1of the flow path. The data
obtained with the 3-inch h are plotted in figure II in
terms of ApJl tagethex with curves obtained by oross-
plotting figure 10 for the same value3 of fin space as
were used in the cylinders with wide fma. The length 1
of the flow path for the cylindem of figure 10 waa taken
M an average value corresponding to an average k
width of 0.935 inch. The data for the 3-inch ti were
in good agreement with the curvw cross-plotted from
&u.re 10 for alI but the smalket vtdue ofs. From these
data it may be conc~uded that, for the useful range of
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fin spacing, the pressure drop is proportional to the
length of the flow path. The pressure difle.rence is
affected by the fln width in direct proportion to the
effect of the width on the length of the flow path.

EFFECT OF CYLINDER DIAMETER

The values of Ap~l for the cylindem of diameters
3.66 and 6.34 inclms are also plotted in figure 11 for
comparison with the data from the 4,66-inch-diameter
cylinder. With the exception of the data for the small-
diameter cylinder at the low-weight velocities, the pres-
sure drop across the cyhnders again varies as the hmgth
of the flow path and is affected by the cylinder diameter
in direct proportion to the effect of the diameter on the
length of the flow path.
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FIGURE 11.—Efleat of wefsht mhfty of coelfng ah on the prewxe difference per foot
length of path 1for cyllndsre of different J3.nwidths and dfametws.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The surface heat-transfer coefficients of finned
cylinders can be correlated for any one air-flow arrrmge-
ment by plotting a factor involving the surface Imat-
transfer coefficients, the b space, and the conductivity
of the cooling air against a factor involving the velocity,

the density, and the viscosity of the cooIing air and the
fin space, the fin width, rmcl the cylinder dirimeter,

2. A variation of the initial turbulence in the tunneI
uir stream for the range covered in the present tests
had ~ery little effect on the surftice heat-transfer
coefficient.

3. The improvement in heat transfer obtained with
a fi-plane@r-stream angle of 45° as compared with ono
of 0° is appreciably affected by the value of the space
between fins.

4. The prwsure difference across a finned cylinder is
affected by the fin width, the cylinder diamotcr, and the
front baffle opening in direct proportion to the effect
that these three dimensions have on the length of pmth
Zas defined in the report,

LANGLEY 3~EMORIAL AERONAUTICAL ~4BOIiATORY,

?W~TIONAL LDVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., April 27, 1939.
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